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“How did you do it?!” He looked at Lin Ziming tightly, seemingly hard to
accept this fact.
In his view, Adam was his goal. He went to the secret realm this time,
risking a life of nine deaths, just to break through to the realm of the gods,
and then go to the beautiful country to kill Adam.
However, Lin Ziming actually did this, and he was also famous in the world,
which made him very uncomfortable!
In his opinion, this glory should originally belong to him!
Lin Ziming felt the unwillingness in his heart, and said with a faint smile:
“It’s very simple, you’ll know when you go back and watch the live
broadcast.”
Tuoba Liang was very dissatisfied with Lin Ziming’s answer, but he was not
too stupid to challenge Lin Ziming directly, but snorted and said, “You wait,
I will challenge you one day. Challenging!”
This is a bear kid.
Lin Ziming smiled and didn’t care too much, but said, “Waiting at any
time.”
His behavior, in the eyes of Tuoba Liang, was an arrogant behavior, but
Tuoba Liang couldn’t admit that he had arrogant capital.
After a while, almost most of the Tianjiao arrived. It can be said that there
are so many super Tianjiao gathered, so that the surrounding air becomes
thicker.
None of them obey anyone.
Among them, there were several people, Lin Ziming also felt it, the breath
of the other party was not even worse than that of him.
At this moment, suddenly, he heard a sound of footsteps coming from the
front left, accompanied by four powerful breaths!
Of these four breaths, each breath is not below him, and one of them
surpasses him. Let him tighten up immediately, and his gaze is sullenly
looking over.
At the same time, others also discovered these four breaths.
Finally, after a few seconds, the sound of footsteps got closer and closer,
and four men appeared in the sight of everyone.
Among them, Lin Ziming had met two people. They were Bu Jingyun from
the Western School and Shakya Sunni from the Northern School.
However, these two people are not the most powerful, the most powerful,
they are the men who walk among them, seemingly magnificent, full of
elegant aura, and their eyes are as deep as a black hole, but at the same time
infinitely terrifying.
After this person appeared, the atmosphere of the audience suddenly fell
into absolute silence!
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Including Tuoba Liang, now his nerves are tense, his eyes are fixed on the
man who is dressed in white and looks elegant and elegant.
From his mouth, he spit out a word fiercely: “Here, Dongpai, Xiaoyao
King!”
Hearing his words, Lin Ziming suddenly realized that this is the top celestial
arrogant, the Eastern King of Xiaoyao, and he is really extraordinary.
This was the first man Lin Ziming had encountered since he had met him!
At the same time, he also had an idea in his heart that he is not the
opponent’s opponent…
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